
B e a u t i f u l  l e a t h e r  b a g s  f o r  e v e r y d a y



At Bahru, we love bags. We love the feel, smell

and divine imperfections of leather. We love bags

that work – with all the right zips, clips,

compartments and straps. 

Designed by mum-of-three Fliss Brophy, who lives

on a cattle farm in the southwest of Western

Australia the Bahru mission is to create things that

are beautiful but also practical. 

Bahru is designed by Fliss in the 150 year old

limestone stables located on her family farm and

made by hand in Bali, Indonesia 

"The goal is to create pieces that are beautifully

practical, that look and feel amazing but are also

functional enough to make life that little bit

easier. Our designs and materials are years in the

making. Each piece in the range is named after a

city or town around the world. Some of these are

favourite places which have inspired designs,

others are places to dream of!



Florence French Navy
RRP $199 WS $99.50



Florence Army
RRP $199 WS $99.50



Mini Rome French Navy
RRP $249 WS $124.50



Mini Rome Army
RRP $249 WS $124.50



Paris French Navy
RRP $299 WS $149.50



Paris Army
RRP $299 WS $149.50



Mini Florence French Navy

RRP $179 WS $89.50



Mini Florence Army

RRP $179 WS $89.50



Rome French Navy

RRP $299 WS $149.50



Rome Army

RRP $299 WS $149.50



Terms

Minimum order $1000

Pro Forma (payment prior to shipping)

Stockist pays for the shipping

Thank you for being a Bahru stockist!

If you need any help or have any queries

regarding your order please email

fliss@bahru.com.au

There are plenty of images for you to use on

socials and your website so please request and I

will send through a link!

Fliss xx


